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The next step in ending
violence against women & girls.

Treaties are global game-changers.
Can we end violence against women and girls? Consider this: When was the last you were seated in the
smoking section on a long, international flight? Or came home from a night out smelling like an ashtray?
Smoking was everywhere. Yet today, it’s largely gone in public spaces. The Tobacco Treaty accomplished
that. Similarly, the Mine Ban Treaty stopped the killing and maiming of civilians. Treaties, carefully crafted
and executed, change global norms.
The same can happen to end violence against women and girls.

Violence against women and girls is pervasive,
pandemic—and solvable.
Violence against women and girls is the most widespread human rights violation on earth. High rates of
violence exist globally: 35 percent of women worldwide will survive sexual assault or domestic violence
in her lifetime¹. Yet at present, lack of action by governments leaves billions of girls and women around
the world susceptible to rape, assault, and other forms of violence.
But just as the Tobacco and Mine Ban treaties created a “before” and “after,” we can generate a
permanent, global shift in women’s security, changing the current system of silence into a system of
accountability.
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How a treaty will curb the violence.
Global research shows that when nations take clear, comprehensive steps toward women’s safety,
reporting and help-seeking increase, and rates of violence plummet. Sixteen years after the United
States passed the Violence Against Women Act, for example, domestic violence rates dropped by 53
percent².
The treaty will mandate that governments enact the following strategies proven to lower rates of
violence:
1. Change laws. In nations with domestic violence laws, mortality rates for women are 32 percent lower³.
2. Training and accountability. For police, judges, nurses and doctors, and other professionals, which lead
to increased prosecution of perpetrators and better treatment for survivors.
3. Prevention education. Research shows that education influences boys’ and men’s attitudes and
actions, and encourages women and girls to demand their rights4.
4. Services for survivors. To ensure they receive treatment and protection, and have avenues for seeking
justice.
5. Fund it. Treaties catalyze funding. In the first 36 hours of the Mine Ban Treaty, nations pledged US$500
million toward implementation5. The Every Woman Treaty fund aims for US$4 billion annually, or one
dollar per female on earth.

Who we are.
Every Woman Treaty is a diverse coalition of women’s rights advocates, scholars, lawyers, and frontline
practitioners, representing 840 organizations in 128 countries around the world. Our team includes
leaders of the Tobacco, Mine Ban, and Disabilities treaties.

Join us

and be part of human history.

Read it. Sign it. Share it.
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